Celebrating Our 20th Consecutive Parade Home

This year we celebrate the building of our 20th consecutive parade home in the Wausau area. Over the years, it has been our continued goal to create beautiful homes that are unique to every family, and to build them to stand the test of time. We work diligently to combine your style, ideas and budget with our innovative building expertise. From site selection, home plan design, and throughout the entire construction process, you can trust Jeremy Voigt Construction will create a masterpiece you’ll love to call home. Contact Jeremy today to experience the difference of building artistry and unparalleled craftsmanship in your new home or renovation project.

Contact Jeremy Voigt 715-571-8707 | jvoigt@voigtconstruction.com

Parade Home Features:

- With the Wisconsin River in its back yard, this modern rustic rambler is an artistic example of peaceful living.
- 4,000 sq. feet of living area includes two bedrooms, three bathrooms, home office, sun room, bunk room and covered deck. Plus, plenty of storage with a finished 1,300 sq. foot garage.
- Gourmet kitchen with large baking pantry and island with stained alder cabinetry and granite countertops.
- Stunning vaulted great room with a lighted wood tray ceiling accent, gas-burning fireplace with a custom wood mantle and floor-to-ceiling tile surround.
- Tranquil master suite with site-built tile shower, spacious closet and access to covered deck.
- Cozy lower level entertainment area with wood-burning fireplace and custom alder bar with granite top and stone accents.

There’s a Feeling You’re At Home

Thank you Debbie Zahurones from Nigbur’s Fine Furniture for the beautiful decorating and furnishing of this parade home. Your design expertise and quality pieces provide the finishing touches for an exquisite parade viewing experience.

We express our gratitude to God for the gift of each new day and for His hand in guiding and sustaining all that we do. It is a blessing to be a part of this talented team, that goes above and beyond to make each home we build a work of art. A special thank-you to the homeowners, for sharing their new home in the parade, and to Mike for all his hard work, tireless effort, and craftsmanship. It was a pleasure to work with you all as we completed each step of the building process together.

2018 Client Testimonial Exceeding Expectations

“Choosing the right contractor for building our “forever” home was one of our biggest challenges. In our first meeting with Jeremy he shared some great advice, “Choose the contractor you trust and feel most comfortable with.” We immediately felt a connection with Jeremy because he did not make us feel rushed or pressured which carried on through the building process. There were a number of times when we needed help with a design or layout and Jeremy had the creativity and patience to sketch his thoughts on a piece of wood or unfinished wall to help us see his vision. He excels at giving suggestions and making our unique requests a reality.

Jeremy has made our building process an amazing experience. We would like to thank him, his crew, and all the sub-contractors on the wonderful job they have done. Everyone has been awesome to work with. We are very satisfied and highly recommend Jeremy Voigt Construction for building the home of your dreams.” —Dean & Jini
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County Materials  Old School Painting
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